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Welcome to the official website of the Federal Budget Office for Northwest Science Center for Health and Public Health! Our center is the oldest institution in Europe specializing in hygiene, occupational medicine and public health. Today, health and public health in the NATIONAL Health Service is a
dynamic organization. Based on long-term experience, the Centre continues its scientific traditions and develops promising new areas of activity. The geography of SPC projects extends to both St. Petersburg and the northwest region of Russia, as well as to the entire country and the international arena.
You can find out more about the center's history, life, work, departments and personalities in the relevant sections of the site. Priority scientific areas developed by our centre: the development of a healthy concept for effective prevention of noncommunicable diseases among the population - the
development of the theory of the common impact of natural-climatic and man-made factors on the health of the Arctic population. Developing a social health monitoring system for reproductive disorders and prevention measures among the population - the development of a modern system of managing
occupational and environmental risks in mining, minerals, engineering and shipbuilding. More include our range of medical services: Books - Registration of medical certificates for foreign nationals, registration of medical certificates for admission to government service, registration of medical certificates to



work with the secret of the state, X-ray and ultrasound diagnosis our center conducts health and epidemiological examination to comply with health and epidemiological standards and rules with the issuance of expert opinion:: preclinical studies and alternative toxic animal research, clinical research of
drugs (I, II, III, IV), including clinical studies on biovitality, research of perfumes, cosmetics, and medical products research more based on Our center runs a testing laboratory, which has accreditation in the national accreditation system, which is conducting the necessary research. , state registration of
the construction license, when commissioning facilities, calculating, confirming, limiting the limits of the health protection zone - monitoring soil, air and water utilities more this term there are other meanings, see S (values). Codes with ʃ similar endings? It's a good place to Ꚃ ꚃ ∫. Տ · Ⴝ · ട's message S S S S
Image ► O P R S S U U V W Q ► Y R.S.S. S Properties S: Latin Letter SS: Latin Letter S Unicode S: U'0053s: U'0073-HTML S-Code S: S: S: S: S Or S UTF-16 S: 0x73 URL S: %53s: %73 S, S (es) - the 19th letter of the basic Latin alphabet. In most languages it is clear as c, less often as z. In some
languages may be as clear as u, not clear, etc until the beginning of the 19th century, there was an alternative form of letter, s, long s, or middle used at the beginning and middle of the word (in writing Gothic script, use long mandatory s today). Sometimes s long seemed like a small sign of integration
(from which it happened). The modern form of s (called short s or ultimately) was only used at the end of words. This distinction was abandoned because s was similar to f. Ligatura ss (or sz) became the character of q in German. The values in IFA indicates the deaf alveolar alveolar sibilant. In geography
and predictor, S means the South. In computer science: There is a programming language s. &lt;s&gt;- HTML mark for cross text. In Windows Ctrl-S apps, the file is usually saved. In MS DOS and Windows, when you are on the Ctrl-S console, it means a pause, ctrl-S means a pause. &lt;/s&gt;This mode
is called shutter priority mode. In English-speaking calendars, S means Saturday and Sunday, as well as September. Sometimes sunday is marked by u, so it is not confused with Saturday. In some countries, the S degree is satisfactory. In economics, S means supply and savings. In Financial S - Stock
Code Sprint Nexttel Enterprise. In science: In the international labels of the system, SI S means Siemens (electrical conductivity unit, s-seconds (Latin secunda divisio, second French). Sn is a n-order group that is identical. The letter S often refers to the area (father's surface). The letter S often refers to
the amount (Latin summa). Hence the sign of integration, which occurred from a long s. In physics: the letter s (Latin spoon) sometimes indicates distance (path), position or shift. The letter S means entropy. The Letter S means work. Letter S or S means rotation. The letter S or S means a quantity state
with zero orbital thrust or particles in such a state, such as electrons s. In hypercentrifuge, the Letter S is a unit of the ratio of the threatened to the speed on the centrifuges. 1 Svedberg x 10-13 seconds. In biochemistry, S refers to amino acids serine. In chemistry, S (Latin sulfur, sulfur) indicates sulfur. In
music serves to shorten the designation of many words, such as: Aital. Cygno, Cienstro, Solo, Subito, Sol (e.g., s. ponticello, D.C al. or M. S.). In ancient writings, for example, in the tenth century Q. Use to refer to half-tone (Latin ceptonium). S. S. stands on senza sordini, S.R. - senza rhythm. From the
Latin letter S comes the $dollar symbol. SS SS SS SS Address in Russian: Es. NATO code: Sierra (/siercheap/, Sierra). ABC Morse: Braille Semaphore Book Flags International Sign vault Amslen Sm. Also the list of Latin letters and link S on the site Scriptsource.org on the site Scriptsource.org this article
lacks references to sources of information. Source:
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